


Radialsystem.V.

In September 2006, Radialsystem.V. was opened as a
new creative space for the arts in Berlin. The name of the
historical building, formerly a pumping station, indicates
the direction the house seeks to follow as a cultural plat-
formwhere ideas 'radiate' out in all directions and across
boundaries. Located directly on the Spree River where the
districts Mitte, Kreuzberg and Friedrichshain meet, the
house combines a turn of the century industrial buil-
ding with a modern glass addition. This balanced syn-
thesis of old and new mirrors the founding principle of 
Radialsystem.V.: through the combination of apparently
opposed concepts, something new is created that exceeds
the sum of its parts and benefits both sides. This concept
of dialogue is present in the architecture as well as in the
artistic programmes and in the synthesis of economy and
culture.

Already in heavy demand by the business, scientific, and
political community as well as the film and television
industry, Radialsystem.V. proves that the interaction
between economy and culture can indeed be successful.
With its large halls, light filled studios, sun deck, and Spree
terrace with boat landing, this privately run arts center
is an extraordinary venue for high caliber conferences,
receptions, parties, as well as festive evening galas - right
in the heart of Berlin.
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Foyer
The visitor enters Radialsystem .V.

through the transparent and bright
foyer, central to which is a café
bar. The foyer serves as the main
entrance to both halls as well as it
provides access to the upper levels
of the building via a staircase and
elevators. 

 

Base area:  135 square meters

 (ca. 1,453 square feet)

Dimensions: 32.67 m x 4.13 m

 (including bar)

Access:  The foyer is directly accessible

 from Holzmarktstraße via the

 main entrance.

Restrooms:  Separate restrooms for

 men and women, as well as

 facilities for the disabled.
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02.01 Foyer



03 Main Hall
The main hall is the heart of Radialsystem .V.. Originally a
machine hall, the room's magnificent industrial architecture 
was saved when the building was renovated. A special gem is 
the historical crane bridge, which is still in use. The main hall 
contains a grandstand for up to 356 people which can be dis-
mantled for dinners or stand-up receptions. The hall is located 
on the ground floor of the building and is accessible via the  
foyer as well as the smaller hall. There are also large supply  
doors at the side of the hall for easy unloading of larger  
materials and equipment.

Base area:  578 square meters (ca. 6,221 square feet)

Dimensions:  31.56 m x 16.78 / 20.20 m (front / back area) 

 (vorderer/hinterer Bereich)

Height: 10.89 m (9.58 m underneath the spreader bars)

Dimensions grandstand: 13 m ( W ) x 17.85 m ( D ); 14 rows with 21 places each

Dimensions supply doors: 3,42 m (B) x 3,56 m (H)

Access: The main hall is located on the ground floor of the

 building and can be accessed directly from the street.

Capacity: Standing room: 600-700 people

Seating capacity:  with grandstand: max. 450 people, 

 without grandstand: max. 520 people

 Formal dinner seating (ten per round table):

 max. 330 people

Technical equipment:  See tech-rider, available on request

Special feature: Historical crane bridge

Electricity: Shockproof sockets, 16, 32 and 63 Ampère
Flooring: Wooden floor, dark brown
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03.01 Main Hall



03.02 Main Hall



Hall
Also located on the ground floor is the former boiler
house of the pumping station. During the conversion 
of Radialsystem .V. in 2006, modern components, bare 
concrete walls and columns were added to supplement 
the historical elements of the hall. The bright hall's large 
arched windows face southwards, allowing a view of the 
Spree. The hall is directly connected to the Spree terrace 
via loading doors. 
 

Base area:  394 square meters (4,240 square feet)

Dimensions:  13.50 m x 24.60 m

 Height: 6.98 m (7.77 m between the floor joists)

Dimensions loading doors:  3.22 m (W) x 3.60 m (H)

Access:  The hall is located on the ground floor of the 

 building and can be accessed from the

 foyer and directly from the Spree terrace.

Seating capacity:  Standing room: max. 350 people

 Row seating: max. 300 people

 Formal dinner seating (ten per round table):

 max. 240 people

Technical equipment:  see tech-rider, available upon request

Electricity:  Shockproof sockets, 16 and 32 Ampère
Flooring:  Wooden floor, light coloured

Restrooms:  Located in the foyer
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04.01 Hall



05 Outdoor Areas
Radialsystem .V. includes two extremely attractive 
outdoor areas: the Spree terrace, which includes a boat 
landing, and the deck, an exclusive roofed terrace loca-
ted on the third floor of the building. Both areas are 
suited for receptions, with the deck especially adequate
for unpredictable weather conditions.

Not only ideal for events themselves, the two outdoor
areas are often used in combination with the various
rooms (for example the halls or the cube) to serve as
an attractive smoking area. 

Both areas are located on the south side of the building, 
and with a bit of luck it is possible to catch a spectacular 
sunset over the Spree River. The view extends from the 
Rotes Rathaus and the Alexanderplatz television tower 
in the west, across the sand covered banks of the Spree 
River and over to the Oberbaumbrücke in the East.

Both the Spree terrace and the deck are shielded from
the street by the building and due to facing the river
and facing south they have a relaxed, almost medi-
terranean atmosphere.
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Terrace

Base area:  ca. 450 square meters (ca. 4,843 square feet)

Dimensions:  ca. 45 m x 10 m

Access:  The terrace is located on the south side of

 Radialsystem .V. and is accessible via the   

 foyer and the driveways. It is also accessible via 

 the boat landing.

Seating capacity:  Summer months on the Spree: 20 tables,

 6 chairs each and removable branded sunshades.

 Stand up receptions: max. 400 people

Pier: 48 meters long. The pier is one of the longest

 of the city, and is approved for all common

 passenger vessels.

Electricity:  Shockproof sockets, 16 and 32 Ampère
Flooring:  Historical paving

Restrooms:  Located in the foyer

Deck

Base area:  ca. 350 square meters (ca. 3,767 square feet)

Dimensions:  ca. 22 m x 16 m

Access:  The deck is located between the second and

 third floor of the building and is accessible via

 two separate staircases as well as two 

 elevators. Unfortunately, there is yet no access 

 for the disabled.

Electricity:  Shockproof sockets, 16 and 32 Ampère

Flooring:  Terrace timber planks

Restrooms:  Located in the foyer

Outdoor Areas05.01           
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05.02 Terrace



05.03 Deck



Studios A, B and C
The studios are located on the south side of the new 
addition to Radialsystem .V.. Studios B and C are on 
the fourth floor, Studio A is on the fifth floor. Studios 
B and C can be accessed separately, but are connected 
through doors.

Thanks to their glass fronts, all of the studios offer 
both day and night a spectacular view of the Spree
and the city. Each studio has its own balcony. The 
fitted glass 'fins' protect the studio from direct sun-
light. All of the studios are air-conditioned and can 
be darkened.
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06.01 Studio A

Base area:  394 square meters (ca. 4,240 square feet)

Height:  2.85 m (2.77 meters underneath the

 concrete girders)

Access:  Studio A is located on the fifth floor of

 Radialsystem .V. . It is accessible via two

 staircases as well as two elevators.

Electricity:  Shockproof sockets, 32 Ampère

Flooring:  Wooden sprung floor covered with a black 

 dance-carpet

Restrooms:  Studio A includes two facilities with one

 WC and one shower each. 
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06.02 Studio A



06.03 Studio B

Base area:  196 square meters (ca. 2,109 square feet)

Height:  2.85 m (2.77 underneath the concrete girders)

Access:  Studio B is located on the fourth floor of

 Radialsystem .V.. It is accessible via a

 staircase as well as an elevator.

Electricity:  Shockproof sockets, 32 Ampère

Flooring:  Wooden sprung floor covered with a black

 dance-carpet

Restrooms:  Studio B includes one WC and

 one shower facility.

Studio C

Base area:  196 square meters (ca. 2,109 square feet)

Height:  2.85 m (2.77 underneath the concrete girders)

Access:  Studio C is located on the fourth floor of

 Radialsystem .V.. It is accessible via a

 staircase as well as an elevator.

Electricity:  Shockproof sockets, 32  Ampère

Flooring:  Polished mastic asphalt (shiny black)

Restrooms:  Studio C includes one WC and

 one shower facility.
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Cube
The cube is a transparent structure made of
glass and bare concrete. Through its second
story gallery, the room has an unorthodox
height which lends an extraordinarily spacious 
character.

The cube is perfect for events requiring a
more intimate atmosphere, or as a lounge 
area connected to the deck.

Base area:  ca. 50 square meters

 (ca. 538 square feet)

Height:  6.37 m (front area)

Access:  The cube is located on the second

 floor and the third floor gallery

 area of Radialsystem .V. and is

 accessible via a staircase as well

 as an elevator.

Electricity:  Shockproof sockets

Restrooms:  The cube has a WC.
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07



07.01 Cube



Ateliers 
The first floor has three ateliers and two 
small rooms who can be turned into 
wardrobes or make-up rooms for example.

The rooms on the first floor are equally 
adequate as a space for production offices, 
conference rooms, staff catering, work-
shops etc.

Base area:  ca. 230 square meters

 (ca. 2, 75 square feet)

Access: The first floor is accessible via the

 main staircase and an elevator as

 well as a separate staircase.

Rooms:  Atelier A (ca. 42 square meters)

 Atelier B (ca. 36 square meters)

 Atelier C (ca. 30 square meters)

 Room 1 - 2  (ca. 13 square meters each)

Restrooms:  Two WCs and one shower room with six 

 open showers and two cabin-showers
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09 Information
Conditions / Prices
We do not rent the studios and halls according
to a fixed price list. Instead, we will provide
you with an individual offer tailored to fit your
needs, including technology, catering or addi-
tional staff.

Staff 
For your event we will provide you a personal
supervisor to assist you before and on the day
of your event. Your personal supervisor will be
available to give you technical help during
assembly and dismantling of equipment and,
upon request, we can provide additional staff
for service, technical assistance, security and
event management and organization. You are
also welcome to bring your own staff for your
event.

Gastronomy / Catering 
Gastronomy is an integral part of   
Radialsystem .V.. Apart from the café bar
in the foyer we can also provide catering for 
your event, be it a simple coffee break or a full 
scale lunch buffet. We can provide an indivi-

dual offer upon request. For larger catering 
needs, we can recommend one of our gastro-
nomic partners. Radialsystem .V. is not
exclusively connected to a specific caterer.

Technology 
Radialsystem .V. has an excellent inventory
of light and sound technology available. Upon 
request we can provide an individual offer. We 
can also recommend providers of lighting and 
sound services with the choice of the provider is 
yours.

Wardrobe
Because of the flexible use of our rooms we
have a supply of rolling coat racks. Depending
on your individual needs, we can provide coat
racks in the foyer, the hall and the studios.

Smoking
Smoking is not permitted in Radialsystem .V..
However, the balconies, the deck as well as the
Spree terrace provide adequate, attractive and
partially covered smoking areas on each level.

Contact 
Rental: 
Hanna Winker
Merit Vareschi 

vermietung@radialsystem.de 
+49 (0)30 - 288 788 591 

Technical Administration: 
Thomas Herda

t.herda@radialsystem.de
+49 (0)30 - 288 788 563 
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Holzmarktstr. 33
10243 Berlin

030/288 788 5-10
 

www.radialsystem.de
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Directions
Radialsystem .V. is located opposite Ost-
bahnhof on the bank of the Spree River.
The building is five walking minutes away
from Ostbahnhof.

Parking
The compound of Radialsystem .V. has 
two parking spaces for the physically disabled.
Additional parking is available at Ostbahnhof.

Guesthouse at Radialsystem .V.
Formerly the living quarters for the custodians
of the pumping station, three rooms in char-
ming design are located in the guesthouse.
gaestehaus@radialsystem.de

Radialsystem .V.

Holzmarktstraße 33
10243 Berlin
www.radialsystem.de 
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10 Floor Plans
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Second floor: Cube and Office  Third floor: Deck and Cube

Fourth Floor: Studio B and C     Fifth floor: Studio A
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